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I am an end-to-end Product Designer with a 
background in UX research. 
Over the past five years, I developed my skills 
in recruiting users, contextual enquiry, affinity 
mapping, creating stakeholders maps, personas 
and customer journey maps and running ideation 
workshops. I have implemented this within:
- My own business (Capital Food Adventure)
- NGOs (Movember, Homeless Cash Project)
- Finance tech company (Your Credit, Meili)
- China’s Internet Giants (Tencent, Baidu)
- Government (Department of Defence) 
- and several local businesses
If I join the team, I will also be fully responsible for 
bringing design thinking process to the team. I 
will provide UX mentoring. I am currently teach-
ing IT/HCI at The University of Canberra. I was a 
guest speaker for UX courses on Adobe Education 
Exchange. I publish UX related blogs regularly as a 
writer of UX Collective. 
I am also highly skilled in Interaction Design. I use 
Sketch, Axure, Invision, Photoshop, Indesign and 
Illustrator frequently. I am also familiar with WCAG 
2.0 and DTA Design System.
I have strong ownership of any products I work 
on and enjoy working in an agile team. With my 
experience in UX Research, mentoring and Product 
Management, I believe I will be a great fit in the 
team.

WHY ME

SKILLS TOOLS

yinzeng.ux@gmail.com

0490 789 600

www.linkedin.com/in/zengyin

Illustrator

WordPress

Trello

Sketch

Invision

Axure

Photoshop

Agile Development

Social Media Marketing

Product Management

UX Research

Prototyping

UI Design

Heuristic Evaluations

MENTOR. I teach IT at The University of Canberra. 
I am also a guest speaker of UX online courses on 
Adobe Education Exchange. 
WRITOR. I publish UX blogs regularly on UX Collec-
tive. One of my articles received over 20k views and 
published on Japanese websites. (http://yinzeng.
me/ikea)
COMMUNITY. I attend UX meetups regularly. I 
volunteered for Random Hack of Kindness and 
Homeless Cash Project.

WHAT ELSE I WILL BRING

UX EXPERIENCE

NOV 2017 - FEB 2018

While studying at General Assembly I was working on several projects.
1. Worked with Movember to help raise awareness of men’s mental health 
through gaming platforms
- Collaborated with 3 UX designers in research, synthesis, ideation and design
- Conducted deep research and discovery by contextual enquiries and reaching 
out to more target users in game communities
- Created proposal and presented to the designers from Movember
https://yinzeng.me/#/movember
2. Reimagined the e-commerce experience for IKEA website 
- Based on research, the pain point is that users can’t touch the products online  
- Apart from redesigning the website itself, I ideated a ‘killer’ solution: partnering 
with hotels and restaurants by installing IKEA furniture to give users a real experi-
ence. It maintains IKEA’s value: Happiness is not reaching your goal. Happiness is 
being on the way. https://yinzeng.me/#/ikea

UX DESIGN PROJECTS:  @ General Assembly
Melbourne, VIC

SEP 2018 - PRESENT

After making the move to Canberra, I searched for opportunities to network 
and collaborate with established UX designers. Through my connections, I have 
consulted and provided UX advice on Canberra based projects.
My work include
- Contributed a heuristic review for Department of Defence DEQMS website
- Redesigned the digital menu screens using Sketch, Photoshop and Final Cut 
and ran social media campaigns for local restaurant Little Wu
- Designed and built websites using WordPress for a consulting firm Narlga
- UX tutoring and UI design for Homeless Cash Project 
- Participated workshop hosted by PaperGiant and published an article regard-
ing policy co-design and public-problem solving
Achievements
- The heuristic review report used as a part of a consulting project for Defence
- Increased Little Wu sales by 20% and received great feedback from customers
(https://yinzeng.me/#/littlewu)

PRODUCT DESIGNER | CO-FOUNDER: @ Capital Food Adventure
Canberra, ACT

EDUCATION
2017 - 2018

User Experience Design Immersive - General Assembly
Melbourne,  VIC

2009 - 2013

Bachelor of Electronic Engineering - Beijing University of Posts and Telecom,.
Beijing, CN

2013 - 2015 

Master of Information Systems - The University of Melbourne
Melbourne,  VIC

Capital Food Adventure is initially a YouTube channel which was created by my 
partner and I. Our goal is to show our appreciation of the local food as well as rec-
ommend great places for people to eat. This generally translates into us creating 
promotional materials for local restaurants and bars.
My roles include 
- UX research 
- Performing and presenting in the promotional videos
- Filming, photo shooting and editing
- Designed branding including logos, banners, eDM, animations and posters
- Social media marketing
Achievements
- Partnered and filmed with 20 clients last year, including BentSpoke, Iori, etc
- Videos were repeatedly used as powerful promotional tools by clients and re-
ceived an average view of 10k+ for each video on Facebook and Youtube
- Successfully ran 9 campaigns on social media including giveaways and festivals
- Products were used for Japanese Film Festival and shown in Dendy cinema
https://yinzeng.me/#/capitalfoodadventure

JUL 2018 - PRESENT

UX DESIGNER: @ Freelancing
Canberra, ACT

MAR 2019 - PRESENT

SOCIAL MEDIA SPECIALIST: @ The ShowRoom Canberra
Canberra, ACT

The ShowRoom Canberra is a home-design event held at EPIC each year. It aims 
to facilitate communications between designers and customers. I am respon-
sible for implementing, designing and maintaining its social media channels: 
Facebook, Instagram and Linkedin.
- Design and implement social media strategy, promotions and campaigns
- Create and schedule engaging posts following the brand guidelines 
- Film and photo shoot at the events
- Social media monitoring and analytics
Instagram @theshowroomcanberra

Portfolio:
https://yinzeng.me

FEB 2019 - PRESENT

The Ngunnawal Centre aims to improve educational outcomes and help career 
transition for Indigenous students by providing additional tuition.
I am responsible for instructing and mentoring students studying IT/ HCI, pro-
viding training on IT software and coding, and curating educational materials.

TEACHING STAFF: @ University of Canberra
Canberra, ACT



UX EXPERIENCE (CONTINUED)

AUG 2014 - NOV 2014

While undertaking my Masters in Information Systems, I worked in SocialNUI, 
which is a Microsoft Research Centre for Social Natural User Interfaces at the 
University of Melbourne.

I worked on designing an APP which was aimed to organise and match clothes. 
As part of the project, I conducted interviews, created personas, storyboards, 
heuristic analysis and prototypes. The final product was presented to the pro-
fessor and other staffs in the lab. Our reports were also used as a High Distinc-
tion example for future students.
https://yinzeng.me/#/dress-go

UX RESEARCHER:  @ SocialNUI
Melbourne, VIC

DEC 2015 - MAY 2016

I worked with a 40-people agile team to develop a Peer-to-Peer investment APP 
and a website. When I joined the team, I was assigned with tasks: 
- How might we increase daily active users?
- How might we gain trust from users?
- How might we maintain current users and attract new users?
For each task, I contributed to UX research, design, development, test and 
stakeholder engagement. 
Responsibilities
- Conducted user interviews and hosted usability testing workshops
- Designed prototypes on Axure iteratively and worked with UI
- Created product backlogs and hosted review meetings with developers
- KPI monitoring and stakeholder engagement
- Worked with Marketing team on landing pages and App Store publishing
- Provided training and troubleshooting for Customer Service team
Achievements
We made several improvements based on the three ‘How might we’.  They led to 
an significant increase in daily active users (up to 20,000) and the campaigns we 
ran brought in an average of $40,000 extra investment per day. The user growth 
rate increased from 6% to 10% in six months. 
https://yinzeng.me/#/meili-finance

PRODUCT MANAGER: @ Meili Finance
Beijing, CN

SUPERPOWERS

NAATI certified Interpreter
Mandarin - English

Writer of UX Collective 
https://uxdesign.cc/@yinzeng.ux

Youtuber of Capital Food Adventure
Capital Food Adventure@Youtube

Electronic Engineerer
Certified by Engineering Australia

Scuba Diver
Certified by PADI Open Water

Photographer
Instagram @yinzengux 

SEP 2012 - FEB 2013

While I was a Product Designer at Chinese search engine giant Baidu, I worked 
on the system integration for video search engine. In 2012, the company was 
growing rapidly and had 2 billion active users. The legacy system was unable 
to keep up with the scale. 

My roles included participating in designing information architecture for the 
new system and generating process modelling diagrams. I also worked on 
the design of search results for top queries. This project provided me with an 
insight into SEO and data analytics as well. 

PRODUCT DESIGNER INTERN:  @ Baidu
Beijing, CN

NOV 2013 - FEB 2014

During a three-month project with Chinese social networking giant Tencent, 
I was tasked with the analysis of user behaviour and feedback of a social net-
working application. I also worked with UX team and contributed to the final 
UX presentation.
Also, I utilised my UI skills by iteratively designing wireframes. It allowed 
Tencent’s application to launch the new features on time and received good 
feedback from users.

PRODUCT DESIGNER INTERN:  @ Tencent
Beijing, CN

LANGUAGES

English

Mandarin

2019  - Canberra, ACT    
Tutor, The University of Canberra

2019  - Canberra, ACT    
UX Designer, Homeless Cash Project

2017 - Melbourne, VIC
UX Designer, Random Hack of Kindness

2015  - Melbourne, VIC    
Deloitte Female Mentoring Program

2015   - Melbourne, VIC
ThoughtWorks Mentoring Program

2014- Melbourne, VIC                      
Melbourne Marathon 

2014  - Melbourne, VIC                     
The University of Melbourne Open Day

MENTOR & VOLUNTEER

Product Designer

yinzeng.ux@gmail.com

0490 789 600

Cindy
ZENG

www.linkedin.com/in/zengyin

Portfolio:
http://yinzeng.me

MAY  2016 - NOV 2017

I was promoted with an opportunity to develop a mobile APP for a finance tech 
startup. Your Credit wanted to offer a ‘buy now and pay later’ service to all the 
online shoppers. As a Product Owner, I led the team of a Scrum Master, a UI and 
20+ developers and QA, collaborating with Product Managers from Finance, risks 
and e-commerce, to produce Your Credit’s first fully functional APP from sketch.
Responsibilities
- Conducted deep research in regional areas to reach out more target users
- Created product roadmap, backlog refinement, requirements
- Designed wireframes on Axure iteratively for each function of the APP
- Agile development (scrum, design sprints)
- Tested, led and prepared for the final launchment of the APP
- Worked with Marketing team on landing pages and App Store publishing
- Provided training, collected feedback and troubleshooting for Customer Service
- KPI monitoring and stakeholder engagement
Achievements
- Our team successfully launched the APP on time. It gained over 600,000 users 
in 6 months after release. It also received great feedback and was granted as a 
‘World-Changing’ App on App Store. It brought a stable increased Gross Mer-
chandise Volume for our company.
- “I am so happy that Your Credit gives me trust.” - A user review on App Store
https://yinzeng.me/#/your-credit

PRODUCT OWNER:  @ Your Credit
Beijing, CN


